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1 Introduction 

1.1 General background 

In the construction industry, there is a continual need for developing new structural systems that 

allow for fast on-site construction by taking advantage of industrial production.  At the same time, 

environmental concerns have created a high demand for high-rise structures which utilize 

sustainable materials such as timber.  While research in fire design and development of pre-

engineered timber such as glulam, laminated veneer lumber (LVL) and cross-laminated timber 

(CLT) have increased the possibilities of using timber in larger buildings, its use is limited by its 

weaker material properties.  One solution to these circumstances is to develop a modular building 

system that is fast and easy to install and features timber as the primary material in the living 

space and steel as the building frame.   

The incorporation of steel, concrete and timber in a single structure presents challenging design 

problems.  Due to the lack of design standards and handbooks for designing structures composed 

of multiple materials, creative thinking and innovative use of engineering methods must be 

utilized.  Structural engineering experience and expertise is an essential aspect of this process, 

allowing the designer to see the bigger picture and approach the design in unconventional ways.  

The complexity of the whole building must be simplified into individual design scenarios where 

solutions are found and incorporated back into the overall structure. 

1.2 Objectives 

The purpose of this thesis is to carry out an analysis of a timber-concrete unit supported by a steel 

frame.  This analysis will be conducted on a five-story apartment building being designed and 

engineered by WAY Structural Technology in Vantaa, Finland.  The main goal is to find the 

interaction between the different materials to determine the required contact points between the 

units and the frame.  To accomplish this, an appropriate way of modelling the situation must first 

be found.  Then, deflections can be analysed to determine the placement of composite 

connections and contact points between the units and the frame.   
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The solutions found in this thesis work will be used to develop the building system as a new 

product.   

1.3 Knowledge Base 

There is no knowledge base for this type of building system.  While there are companies who have 

developed timber-based modular building systems, for example Stora Enso, it is a new method 

and is not currently in widespread use.  In addition, steel framing and composite concrete floors 

are not typically utilized in the design of modular systems involving the use of wood.  

1.4 Framework and Tools 

This is a practice-based thesis which deals with the following key research questions. 

• What material primarily carries the loads from the units? 

• What is the best way to model the design situation? 

• How do the timber-concrete units interact with the steel frame? 

• What contact points are needed between the frame and units? 

To find the answers to these questions, first the building was analysed to find a critical zone, i.e. an 

area in the structure where the loads and geometry lead to the largest forces.  To simplify the 

calculations, this critical zone was then isolated from the rest of the structure for further analysis. 

Preliminary calculations were then conducted by hand to determine internal forces, deflections 

and capacities of key load bearing elements.  Next, the structure was modelled in different ways to 

find the most appropriate and applicable solution.  Finally, the modelling solution found in the 

previous step was simplified and used to analyse the deflections and determine the required 

contact points.  The structural design software used in carrying out this process were Trimble 

Tekla Structures and Dlubal RFEM.   In addition, Eurocode structural design standards and 

company expertise and advice were utilized.  The starting point of this thesis was a preliminary 3d 

model in Tekla Structures. 
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2 The Structure 

2.1 The Building Structure 

The overall structure of the building consists of a steel frame which carries loads from interior 

concrete-timber units and exterior thermal-element façade structures.  A global bracing system is 

not utilized in the structure.  The concrete stairwell in the centre of the building is used for 

horizontal stability.  Since the purpose of this thesis is to determine the interaction between the 

concrete-timber units and the steel frame, horizontal forces and the exterior facade structures 

have not been considered.   

Figure 1.  Initial Tekla model of the structure with facades visible. 
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Figure 2.  Initial Tekla model of the structure with facades hidden. 

 

2.2 The Timber-Concrete Unit Structure 

The structure of the timber-concrete units consists of LVL-CLT composite walls and one-way load 

bearing concrete-steel sheet floor structures.  The LVL is designed to be the load bearing element 

of the wall structure to which the CLT is attached with screws and the floor structure is attached 

via steel rods. The units sit on the steel frame of the building, resting on sylomer pads.    
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Figure 3.  Section view of the timber-concrete unit, steel beam and sylomer pad. 

 

3 Manual Analysis 

The purpose of first conducting a manual analysis was to gain an initial understanding of the 

structure and to have an idea of values to be expected in further calculations.  Loads were 

analyzed to find values for self-weight and to identify a critical zone.  A preliminary investigation of 

the steel beams was then carried out to check beam profiles for strength.  Lastly, an analysis was 

made of the LVL beam to verify the strength of a full wall and determine the minimum height of a 

full span opening.     
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3.1 Manual Analysis of Loads 

Analysis began with an overall assessment of the structure.  Consideration was given to the 

different design situations and configurations that occur in the building so that the most critical 

area could be identified for further analysis.  Given the identical geometry of each floor plan, the 

second story was selected as the focus.  Each module on the selected story was analysed to 

determine which module produces the largest load.   The self-weight was calculated by 

considering the area of the materials without openings.   

Figure 4.  Calculation of the self weight of the timber-concrete unit. 

 

From these calculations, it was determined that a critical loading occurs around modules 1, 3 and 

5, and therefore this section of the building would be focused on for further analysis.  
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Figure 5.  Layout of the building with the critical zone. 

 

Figure 6.  Three dimensional view of the critical zone. 
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3.2 Manual Analysis of the Steel Beams 

The dead and live load from the timber-concrete units were then applied directly to the steel 

frame to determine preliminary internal forces and deflections of the steel beams in this area of 

the building. From these calculations, the beam cross-section of beam B (see Fig. 5, 6, and 7) was 

found to be deflecting beyond requirements set out in the Finnish National Annex to Eurocode 

SFS-EN 1993-1-1 for the serviceability limit state (SLS) (Finnish Ministry of the Environment, 2019, 

p.19).  After taking the dead load into account with pre-cambering, some additional calculations 

were then made using alternative beam cross-sections (see Fig. 8 and 9). 
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Figure 7.  Manual analysis of a CFRHS200x200x8 beam. 
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Figure 8.  Manual analysis of a CFRHS200x200x12.5 beam.  
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Figure 9.  Manual analysis of a CFRHS300x200x12.5 beam rotated 90 degrees.  
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3.2.1 Results 

Initial SLS analysis of the steel beams showed that the thickness of the profile would need to be 

increased to 12.5 mm and that pre-cambering would be necessary in all the beam profiles 

analyzed above.  Further ultimate limit state (ULS) analysis of the beams and connection details 

will be required. 

3.3 Manual Analysis of the LVL 

Next, the critical location identified above was used to analyse the load bearing capacity of the 

LVL.  The idea was to find out what LVL wall dimensions would support the dead load of the CLT 

and concrete.  The 40mm thick LVL wall was treated as a beam, carrying the dead loads of the CLT 

and concrete, and the live load from the concrete floor surface. The loads were applied to a full 

LVL wall without window or door openings, 40mm thick and 2725 mm high.  The maximum 

bending moment of the solid LVL wall was found, then the resistance of the LVL beam was 

calculated according to Eurocode SFS-EN 1995-1-1 using Puurakenteiden lyhennetty 

suunnitteluohje (PUUINFO, 2020, p. 15-18).  The capacity of the solid wall was verified and the 

minimum height of the LVL, was determined (see Fig. 10 - 15).   
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Figure 10.  LVL analysis, page 1. 
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Figure 11.  LVL analysis, page 2. 
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Figure 12.  LVL analysis, page 3. 
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Figure 13.  LVL analysis, page 4. 
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Figure 14.  LVL analysis, page 5. 
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Figure 15. LVL analysis, page 6. 
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3.3.1 Results 

Initial analysis of the LVL showed that a solid LVL wall 40mm wide and 2725mm high would be 

sufficient for carrying the external loads from the CLT, concrete and live loads.  Also, the minimum 

height of LVL required to support the loads in case of a full-span opening was found to be 840mm. 

4 Analysis Using Structural Design Software (RFEM) 

The next phase of analysis involved modelling the structure in RFEM.  First, a verification of the 

manual calculations was conducted.  A model was made in with the LVL as a beam member.  After 

an initial simplified analysis was conducted, it was found that treating the LVL as a beam member 

caused discrepancies in the model.  A surface model was then created and found to be a more 

accurate representation of the structure. Next, detailed models treating the LVL as both a member 

and a surface were made.  The purpose of these models was to compare ways of modelling the 

structure and find out how the overall behaviour of the structure is affected.  To get these models 

to work, extensive trouble shooting was required.  Once the models were successful and the hand 

calculations were verified, the surface model was found to be most reliable and useful.  The 

surface model was developed further by adding a series of rigid bars to simulate the sylomer pads 

and analyse the effects of different hinge configurations.  Finally, simplified models were created 

where the actual material properties of the sylomer pads were used to find the correct dimensions 

and best contact points in design scenarios with a solid wall and a wall with openings. 

5 Simplified Models to Verify Manual LVL Calculations 

In the first model created for analysis of the structure with RFEM, the LVL was treated as a beam.  

The purpose of this model was to verify the manual calculations of the force from the CLT and 

concrete on the LVL (see Fig. 10 through 14).  A simplified model was created applying the same 

loading as from the hand calculations, and a error was found in the results for the reaction force at 

midspan (R2).  Through troubleshooting, it was found that by changing the beam to a typical RHS 

profile, the results matched the manual calculations more precisely (see Fig. 16 and 17 below). 
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Figure 16.  Error in reaction at midspan (R2) with LVL modeled as a beam. 

 

Figure 17.  Correct results with RHS beam. 
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Continuing the analysis, a simplified model was created in which the LVL was represented as a 

surface.  The results for R2 in this model were also verified to fit the manual calculations more 

precisely.  The reason for the error in the results was therefore found to be a result of modelling 

the LVL as a member in RFEM. 

Figure 18.  Correct results with LVL as a surface. 

 

Next, the force R2 was applied to the simplified models to check the maximum moment and 

deflection of the LVL from the manual calculations.  The results for the maximum moment and 

deflection were verified in the beam member model, and the maximum deflection was verified in 

the surface model (see figures below). 
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Figure 19.  Maximum bending moment verified in the LVL beam member model. 

 

Figure 20.  Maximum deflection verified in the LVL beam member model. 
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Figure 21.  Maximum deflection verified in surface model. 

 

5.1 Results 

An error was found in the member model when verifying the load caused by the CLT and concrete 

acting on the LVL.  This error was corrected by modelling the LVL as a surface.  The member model 

was successful in verifying the maximum moment and deflections, and the surface model was 

successful in verifying the deflections.  The manual calculations were therefore found to be 

accurate.  Also, while both ways of modelling the structure were found to be accurate and useful, 

the error found in the member model indicates that modelling the LVL in RFEM as a surface may 

be more reliable. 

6 Detailed Models to Analyse the Behaviour of the Structure 

Due to the variation in the results of the member model as compared to the surface model, it was 

decided to make more developed models where the LVL is treated first as a member, then as a 

surface.  A comparison between the behaviour and calculation results of the structures was then 

made, to find the most appropriate way to model the structure.  After the surface model was 

found to be more reliable, a comparison of hinge configurations was then made. 
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6.1 Detailed Model with LVL as a Member 

To model the geometry of the design with members, the vertical LVL surfaces were idealized as 

columns and horizontal parts of the surfaces over the windows and doors were modelled as 

beams.  The horizontal parts of the surfaces below windows were not designed to carry loads, so 

they were left away from the model.  In order to achieve the correct geometry of the timber units 

and connect the ends of the members together, rigid connections were used (see Fig. 22). 

Figure 22.  RFEM settings for the LVL as a beam member. 
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Figure 23.  Early phase of the LVL beam member model. 

 

During the early phase of the modelling, it was realized that to represent the behaviour of the 

structure accurately, the ceiling surfaces had to be left away from the model.  The reason for this 

was that with these surfaces modelled, the units would behave as beams with the CLT ceiling 

acting as a flange.  Since the design did not take these surfaces into account as primary load-

bearing elements, they could not be allowed to take loads in the model.  So, to get the model to 

behave as a one-way slab supported by LVL beams, the ceilings were represented as imposed 

dead weight line loads acting along the tops of the members.  As a result of leaving these elements 

away, the stability of the structure was lost in the model.  Therefore, to simulate the real-world 

stability, tension members were used on the side walls and nodal supports preventing movement 

along the x and y axes were used at the top of the members (see figures below). 
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Figure 24.  The LVL beam member model with tension members and nodal supports. 

 

Figure 25.  The LVL beam member model with loads. 
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After inputting the loads from the CLT as line loads acting along the top of the members and 

attempting to calculate the model, instability was found in the concrete surfaces.  Finding a 

solution to the instability was difficult and required extensive troubleshooting.  After altering 

supports and hinges in various ways and not finding a solution, advice from experienced engineers 

working at the company was given.  First, couple members rigid-rigid were added to connect 

vertical members to the slabs.  Then, the surface mesh for the concrete slabs was refined.  After 

these changes did not solve the instability, the model was regenerated with a higher tolerance of 

0.5mm for standard nodes and generated nodes.  With this modification, the model was finally 

calculated successfully (see figures below). 

Figure 26.  Coupling rigid-rigid connection to slab added. 
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Figure 27.  Mesh refinement settings. 

 

Figure 28.  Regenerate model settings. 
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6.1.1 Results 

The maximum bending moment of the solid wall according to RFEM was found to be 69.25 kNm.  

According to the manual calculations laid out above, the maximum bending moment was found to 

be 76.9 kNm.  Given that in the model, all the openings are taken into account, the loads would 

then be smaller, so the discrepancy is reasonable.  The deflection of the solid wall was found to be 

about 2 mm more than in the hand calculations, and 1.5 mm more than in the simplified model.  

While differences would be expected from the surfaces being divided into members and 

connected through midpoints, the overall behaviour of the structure was reasonable. 

Figure 29.  Maximum bending moment in member model verified. 
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Figure 30.  Deflection of LVL in member model verified. 

 

Figure 31.  Global deformations u in member model. 

 

6.2 Detailed Model with LVL as a Surface 

After successfully calculating the member model, all the LVL members were deleted and replaced 

by LVL surfaces.  The LVL surfaces were modelled with openings according to the design of the 
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structure.  In the preliminary model, the LVL was also connected to the concrete slabs along the 

same boundary lines.  However, it was soon realized that to accurately represent the geometry of 

the structure, there would have to be a 10 mm gap between the LVL and concrete.  The LVL 

surfaces were then raised 10 mm and the connection between the LVL and concrete slabs were 

made with steel bars representing the threaded bar connections in the design of the structure. 

Figure 32.  Surface model in solid display. 

 

The loads were input, and the model was calculated successfully.  The solid wall was found to be 

deflecting similar to the member model.  However the location of the maximum local deformation 

u-z was not located in the centre of the LVL surface as expected.   
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Figure 33.  Local surface deformations uz of LVL in surface model. 

 

Further analysis of the stress (σeqv,Max,Mises) showed that all of the stress was occurring in the 

bottom of the LVL surface.  However, considering how the bars are connected to the actual 

structure, and how the concrete floor hangs from the centre bar-LVL connection, the stress would 

be expected to occur at the top of the centre of the LVL.  Also, the locations of the threaded bars 

did not correspond to the actual locations in the structure.  Therefore, the placement and 

connection points of the steel bars needed to be adjusted.   

Figure 34.  First results of σeqv,Max,Mises with incorrect location of stress in the center.   
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After making the adjustments to the locations, and moving the center steel bar connection to the 

top of the LVL, the stress (σeqv,Max,Mises) was corrected.   

Figure 35. Updated results of σeqv,Max,Mises. 

 

The local deformations u-z were also affected by the change.  The max deformation was still not 

occurring at exact midpoint of the solid wall, but it was much closer.  An explanation for this is the 

asymmetry of the openings in the adjacent wall from the same module, therefore the location of 

the deformation is reasonable. 

Figure 36. Local surface deformations uz. 
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6.2.1 Results 

Both the member model and surface model were found to be behaving reasonably and giving 

results which closely correspond to the hand calculations and simplified models.  However, the 

surface model was found to give more reliable results which correspond more closely with the 

expected behaviour of the actual structure.  Also, with the surface model, it was found to be easier 

to correctly model connections between the different materials, making it more useful in 

simulating and analysing them.  Therefore, it was decided to use the surface model to make 

further analysis of the composite connections. 

6.3 Analysis of Hinge Configurations in Detailed Surface Model 

In the next phase of analysis, the surface model was developed further by adding a series of rigid 

connections to simulate the sylomer pads and test the effects of different hinge configurations on 

the behaviour of the structure.  The location of the rigid bar series were centred directly below the 

threaded bar connections on the ends of the modules in order to distribute the loading straight 

down to the beam.  No connections were made between the centres of the modules and the 

centres of the beams so that the maximum loading from the concrete will be hanging from the 

LVL. Three hinge configurations were tested: rigid, rotating, and sliding. 

Figure 37. Series of rigid connections added to simulate sylomer pads with rigid hinges. 
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Figure 38. Series of rigid connections added to simulate sylomer pads with rotating hinges. 

 

Figure 39. Series of rigid connections added to simulate sylomer pads with sliding hinges. 
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Figure 40. Global deflection in uz of structure with rigid hinges. 

 

Figure 41. Global deflection in uz of structure with rotating hinges. 
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Figure 42. Global deflection in uz of structure with sliding hinges. 

 

Figure 43. Local deflection of members in uz/uv with rigid hinges. 
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Figure 44. Local deflection of members in uz/uv with rotating hinges. 

 

Figure 45. Local deflection of members in uz/uv with sliding hinges. 

 

6.3.1 Results 

All the models were found to be stable and behaving in a reasonable manner.  The max global 

deflection in uz was found to be occurring in the same location in all three models, the middle 

concrete slab, and was found to be 13.5mm in the rigid hinge model, 14.1mm in the rotating hinge 
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model and 19.4 in the sliding hinge model. Focusing on local member deformation, similar results 

were found with max deflection occurring in the sliding hinge model where the largest openings in 

the LVL wall are located.  In the rigid hinge model, the max deflection of the concrete was 12.7mm 

and the max deflection of the beams was 7.7mm.  In the rotating hinge model, the max deflection 

of the concrete was 13.4mm and the max deflection of the beams was 7.1mm.  In the sliding hinge 

model, the max deflection of the concrete was 18.6mm and the max deflection of the beams was 

19.3mm.   

The general conclusion based on these results was that all three hinge configurations are 

functional and behaving in a reasonable manner.  However, the sliding configuration gave the 

largest deflections and was the only model where the deflection of the beam was larger than the 

concrete.  Therefore, the sliding hinge configuration was determined to be the best choice and 

was used in the modelling of the structure for further analysis. 

7 Simplified Analysis to Determine Size and Locations of the Sylomer Pads 

Due to the complexity of the model, it was decided to find the dimensions and locations of the 

sylomer pads by using simplified models.  In this final phase of analysis, the focus was on the 

interaction of the materials and the geometry of the wall at one beam at a time. 

7.1 Single Solid Wall, CFRHS200x200x12.5 beam 

First, a model was created with a solid LVL wall.  Lateral stability was achieved by using supports 

preventing movement in the y-direction, connections between the floor and LVL were made with 

threaded bars, and all loads were applied as in the previous models.  Next, to find the force 

occurring at the initial locations of the sylomer pads, the rigid bar series connecting the concrete 

floor to the main beam were changed to single RHS beams.  The force was found to be 47.8 kN at 

both locations.   
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Figure 46. Simplified model of solid LVL wall with loads and supports visible. 

 

Figure 47. Force at the sylomer locations. 

 

Next, the sylomer supplier was selected and material properties for the sylomer were found from 

the manufacturer’s data sheet (see figure below).  Sylodyn NF by Getzner was chosen to conduct 

the analysis.  The applicable properties taken from the data sheet were the thickness (12.5mm), 

the static range of use (1.5 N/mm^2) and the static modulus of elasticity (11.8 N/mm^2)  

(Christian Berner Oy, 2019).   
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Figure 48. Product data sheet for Sylodyn by Getzer. 
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The dimensions of the Sylodyn NF pads were determined to be 125mm x 260mm with the 

calculations below.  New members were then created in RFEM with the Sylodyn cross-section 

dimensions and material properties, and the model was recalculated. 

Figure 49.  Calculation of Sylodyn pad dimensions. 
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Figure 50. Cross-section and material properties of the Sylodyn. 

 

7.1.1 Results 

The model was successfully calculated, and the overall behaviour of the structure was reasonable.  

Focusing on the location of the sylomer on one side, the deflection of the concrete was found to 

be 7.2mm and the beam was 5.8mm.  This means that the Sylodyn pad is compressing 1.4mm.  

After making a hand calculation, this was verified (see calculations below).  Next, a check was 

made between the first Sylodyn pad and the centre of the structure to verify that there was no 

clashing between the concrete and beam.  The maximum deflection of the concrete was found to 

be 22.1mm, and the beam in the same location was 13.3mm.  Taking the original 12.5mm gap 

between the concrete and beam into account, there was a 3.7mm gap after loading, verifying that 

there was no clashing.  Therefore, the results show that two 125mmx260mm Sylodyn NF pads 

located on the ends of the module directly below the LVL-concrete threaded bar connection are 

sufficient for supporting a single solid wall module on a CFRHS200x200x12.5 beam. 
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Figure 51. Deflection of the concrete and beam. 

 

Figure 52. Deflection of the concrete and beam at the Sylodyn pad. 
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Figure 53.  Verification of compression in the Sylodyn pad. 

 

Figure 54 

 

Deflection of the concrete and beam between the first Sylodyn pad and the centre of the wall.   
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7.2 Double Solid Wall, CFRHS200x200x12.5 beam 

After the design scenario above involving a single wall was verified, the results of a loading from 

two LVL walls was checked.  Since the deflection of each LVL wall from the concrete load would be 

the same as already calculated, and because the deflection of the steel beam is the important 

factor in this phase of analysis, it was decided to reduce the beam profile to CFRHS200x200x6.  

Reducing the profile thickness aditionally provided a larger factor of safety to the results, due to 

the profile thickness of 6 mm being more than half of the original thickness of 12.5 mm.  The 

forces at the sylomer locations were verified to be the same as in the previous model, so the same 

Sylodyn pad dimensions were used.  However, the forces from two walls will be twice as high, so 

with these dimensions, the Sylodyn grade will have to be increased to HRB HS 3000, which has a 

static range of use of 3.0 N/mm^2.  If Sylodyn NF is used, the length of each pad should be 

doubled (see calculations below). 

Figure 55. Force at the sylomer locations. 
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Figure 56.  Calculations determining the length of Sylodyn HRB HS 3000 and Sylodyn NF for a 

double solid wall. 

 

7.2.1 Results 

The model was successfully calculated, and the overall behaviour of the structure was reasonable.  

The deflection of the beam was larger than in the previous model, as expected.  The maximum 

deflection of the concrete between the first Sylodyn pad and the centre of the structure was 

found to be 22.7mm, and the beam in the same location was 18.3mm.  Taking the original 12.5mm 

gap between the concrete and beam into account, there was an 8.1mm gap after loading, 

verifying that there was no clashing.  The max beam deflection of 30.3mm exceeds the SLS 

deflection limit of 23mm (see beam calculations), so pre-cambering of the beam will be required.  

With this pre-cambering, the results show that two 125mmx260mm Sylodyn HRB HS 3000 pads (or 

two 125mmx520mm Sylodyn NF pads) located on the ends of the module directly below the LVL-
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concrete threaded bar connection are sufficient for supporting a double solid wall module on a 

CFRHS200x200x12.5 beam.   

Figure 57. Deflection of the concrete and beam. 

 

Figure 58. Deflection of the concrete and beam between the first Sylodyn pad and the centre of 

the wall.   
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7.3 Single wall with opening, CFRHS200x200x12.5 beam 

The same analysis applied to the solid wall was next applied to a wall with an opening.  First, the 

model was calculated with the sylomer pads located beneath the threaded bars at the ends.  In 

this scenario, the concrete was found to be deflecting 46.0mm at the same location where the 

beam was deflecting 15.3mm, showing that clashing was occurring.  Another sylomer pad was 

then added at this location on the beam and, after recalculating the model, it was found that the 

clashing was prevented.  From this model, the forces at the sylomer locations were found, the 

Sylodyn pad dimensions were determined (see calculations below), and the pad properties were 

input into the model.   

Figure 59. Deflection of the concrete and beam with two sylomer pads. 
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Figure 60. Deflection of the concrete showing clashing with the beam.   

 

Figure 61. Deflection of the concrete and beam with three sylomer pads, clashing was prevented.   
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Figure 62. Force at the sylomer locations. 
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Figure 63.  Calculations determining the length of Sylodyn NF for a single LVL wall with opening. 

 

7.3.1 Results 

The updated model was calculated, and the overall behaviour of the structure was reasonable.  

The deflection of the concrete was found to be 24.4mm where the beam in the same location was 

16.0mm.  Taking the original 12.5mm gap between the concrete and beam into account, there was 

an 4.1mm gap after loading, verifying that there was no clashing.  The max beam deflection of 
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23.8mm exceeds the SLS deflection limit of 23mm (see beam calculations), so pre-cambering of 

the beam will be required.  With this pre-cambering, the results show that three Sylodyn pads will 

be required to support a single module wall with this geometry on a CFRHS200x200x6 beam.  The 

locations of the pads are dimensioned below, with the size of the first pad from the left being 

125mmx180mm, the second being 125mmx90mm and the third being 125mmx215mm. 

Figure 64. Deflection of the concrete and beam where clashing check was made.   

 

Figure 65. Results with three pad locations dimensioned.   
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7.4 Double wall with opening, CFRHS200x200x12.5 beam 

As with the solid wall analysis, a loading from two LVL walls was analysed by decreasing the beam 

profile to CFRHS200x200x6.  Like the previous opening wall analysis, two sylomer locations were 

used to start with.  After calculating the model, the concrete was found to be deflecting 49.5mm 

at the same location where the beam was deflecting 24.6mm, showing that clashing was 

occurring.  Another sylomer pad was then added at this location on the beam and, after 

recalculating the model, it was found that the clashing was prevented.  From this model, the 

forces at the sylomer locations were found and the pads were dimensioned accordingly.  However, 

the forces from two walls will be twice as high, so with these dimensions, the Sylodyn grade will 

have to be increased to HRB HS 3000, which has a static range of use of 3.0 N/mm^2.  If Sylodyn 

NF is used, the length of each pad should be doubled (see calculations below). 

Figure 66. Deflection of the concrete and beam with two sylomer pads.   
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Figure 67. Deflection of the concrete showing clashing with the beam.   

 

Figure 68. Force at the sylomer locations.   
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Figure 69. Calculations determining the length of Sylodyn HRB HS 3000 for a double LVL wall with 

opening. 
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Figure 70. Calculations determining the length of Sylodyn NF for a double LVL wall with opening. 

 

7.4.1 Results 

The updated model was calculated, and the overall behaviour of the structure was reasonable.  

The deflection of the concrete was found to be less than the beam throughout the entire span, 

verifying that there was no clashing.  The max beam deflection of 36.2mm exceeds the SLS 

deflection limit of 23mm (see beam calculations), so pre-cambering of the beam will be required.  

With this pre-cambering, the results show that three Sylodyn pads will be required to support two 
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module walls with this geometry on a CFRHS200x200x12 beam, with the pad locations 

dimensioned in the image below.  See above calculations for pad grade and sizes.   

Figure 71.  Results with three pad locations dimensioned. 

 

8 Conclusion 

Through the analysis conducted in this thesis, results were obtained for all key research questions, 

as follows below.   

• What material primarily carries the loads in the units? 

The material in the unit which primarily carries the loads was found to be the LVL when the 

wall is solid (see section 6.2).  In cases where there are openings in the walls, loads from 

the concrete floor may also need to be supported by the steel beam via a Sylodon sylomer 

pad (see sections 7.3 and 7.4).   

• What is the best way to model the design situation? 

The best way to model the design situation is to treat the LVL as a surface in the RFEM 

model (see section 6.2).  A simplified model which focuses on the unique geometry and 

loading occuring at each beam is the most useful way to analyze the interface between the 
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timber-concrete units and the steel beam in order to determine the need and location of 

added support from the sylomer pads (see section 7).  The sylomer pads should be 

modeled using a pinned-sliding hinge configuration (see section 6.3). 

• How do the timber-concrete units interact with the steel frame? 

It was found that the timber-concrete units and steel frame act as a composite structure in 

two ways.  First, when the LVL wall is solid, the loading from the concrete floor is fully 

supported by the LVL, and the loading from the unit is supported at two points by the steel 

beam (see sections 7.1 and 7.2).  Second, when the LVL wall has openings, the loading from 

the concrete floor is partly supported by the LVL, and partly supported by additional 

contact points on the steel beam (see sections 7.3 and 7.4).   

• What contact points are needed between the frame and units? 

The needed contact points between the frame and the units were dependent on the 

geometry of the LVL wall and the number of walls on the beam  (see section 7).  The 

required contact points in the cases analyzed in this thesis are summarized in the following 

table. 
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Table 1.  Summary of results for needed contact points. 

 

 

 

In addition to finding results for the key research questions above, it was also found that the 

profile thickness of the steel beams needs to be increased to 12.5mm and precambering will be 

required (see section 3.2), and that the smallest allowable height of the LVL in case of a full-span 

opening is 840mm (see section 3.3). 

 # of 
contact 
points 

Dimensions         
(Sylodyn NF) 

Dimensions             
(Sylodyn HRB HS 3000) 

Single Solid Wall 
(see section 7.1) 

2 Location a, b:  
125x260x12.5                
(600 mm from ends of 
beam) 

N/A 

Double Solid Wall 
(see section 7.2) 

2 Location a, b:  
125x520x12.5                
(600 mm from ends of 
beam) 

Location a, b:  
125x260x12.5                
(600 mm from ends of 
beam) 

Single opening   
(see section 7.3) 

3 Location a:    
125x180x12.5        
Location b:      
125x90x12.5           
Location c:       
125x215x12.5                
(see Fig. 64 for locations) 

N/A 

Double opening 
wall                      
(see section 7.4) 

3 Location a:    
125x390x12.5        
Location b:      
125x130x12.5          
Location c:    
125x450x12.5                
(see Fig. 70 for locations) 

Location a:    
125x195x12.5        
Location b:      
125x65x12.5           
Location c:       
125x225x12.5                
(see Fig. 70 for locations) 
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While results were obtained for all key research questions in this thesis, it is important to note 

that these results are only preliminary.  An analysis must be conducted for each different opening 

scenario in order to find sylomer locations and dimensions, and more detailed verifications of the 

capacities of the beams, connections, and the stability of the structure still need to be carried out.  

Nevertheless, the models developed in this thesis can be used to continue analysis and design of 

this particular building, and they can also be used in the future as a starting point for analyzing 

similar structures utilizing the same building system.  
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